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THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE

FOREWORD

I started collecting banknotes of Palestine and Israel as well as stamps at an early age and coinciding with

the establishment of the State of Israel.

The collection included amongst other items a set of Hebrew stamps comprising 250, 500 and 100

millimes, one of the rarest and iconic stamp sets for the series. 

For family reasons and to my sadness the collection had to be disposed of on the eve of my marriage.

With the passing of time I was able to start collecting again, my father had always encouraged my

passion and in recognition of this I decided to give him a collection of the Palestine Mandate notes as

this had a particular interest to my father who had spent most of his life under the Mandate. At the time

workers used the 500 mils or £1 notes, any higher denominations were rarely seen and handled, salaries

at the time were approximately 100 mils a day for a labourer, a 5 pound represented about two months

salary!

My father was fascinated by the notes and his enthusiasm started me on the road to forming the

collection listed in this catalogue.

I was greatly influenced by Silvia Hefner’s research and later by Raphael Dabbah’s excellent work on the

currency of the Palestine Currency Board and this gave me the framework on which to build my

collection.

My passion for this subject was partly inspired by a unique opportunity to purchase some of the notes

that were proposed and designed but were never issued together with several exceptionally rare specimen

notes including some unreleased prefixes.  

I have also tried to contribute and share my experiences with the IBNS updating its website on the

currency of Israel and Palestine, I have written a book on the unissued notes of Palestine and Israel, I

founded the Association of Coin and Note Collectors in Israel and have written various articles on the

currency of Palestine and Israel.

The decision to sell has not been taken lightly but with advancing years and a lack of sufficient interest

from my children I have reluctantly placed my collection in this catalogue and it is a consolation to know

and hope that my treasures will be appreciated by generations of collectors in the future.

Best regards

Shlomo Tepper
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April 11, 2018 - LONDON

FOREWORD

The Shlomo Tepper collection of paper money comprises currency of the Holy Land. Palestine and the

State of Israel together with a complete run of the Anglo-Palestine emergency cheque issues of the

First World War. This catalogue showcases the wonderful Tepper collection of Palestine and the

Anglo-Palestine cheque issue.

The collection listed here represents many years of dedication and patience in an effort to collect as

comprehensively as possible a complete run of all the types and dates available on the open market

together with several of the essays, proofs and specimens as and when they came on the market, albeit

very infrequently. I was very fortunate and privileged to be permitted by Shlomo to illustrate many

examples from the collection in my book ‘Currency notes of the Palestine Currency Board’.

As a special point of interest the Anglo-Palestine currency cheque issue is one of only

two complete sets believed extant. 

Shlomo was one of the founders and directors of the Israel Banknote and Coin Collectors Society. He

has published various articles on banknotes and was instrumental in helping the IBNS website exhibition

on the currency of Palestine and Israel. He was also the author of a book titled ‘The unissued notes of

Palestine and Israel’.

I know that it is not an easy task to bid farewell to a lifetime’s collection but I know that Shlomo derives

a measure of comfort in knowing that his passion for this fascinating series will be shared and appreciated

by future generations of collectors.

I wish Shlomo a long and healthy and happy retirement.

Raphael Dabbah Dvir

Lot 60
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THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE

FOREWORD

I have known Shlomo for nearly 30 years and have always enjoyed our meetings

both here in London and in Israel.  Shlomo’s collection reflects his love of the

currency of Palestine and I remember many discussions with him as to the merits

of buying this note or that note. I think I even persuaded him to buy some of

the rare and beautiful essays and specimens which appear in this catalogue.  This

was not an easy task on my part, but I am sure Shlomo will not regret the

decision to do so.  I fully appreciate selling a collection is not an easy thing to do

for any collector, and that Shlomo has had to think long and hard about doing

so, but I hope that this catalogue will at least give him a lasting memento of all

those years of collecting. 

Good luck to you Shlomo, a true gentleman’s collector, and to all the bidders

taking part in this special sale. 

Barnaby
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PALESTINE CURRENCY BOARD

ISSUED BANKNOTES

A Rare 500 Mils of 1927

x1
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 1 September 1927, serial number A 641293, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Leslie Couper, Sir Percy Ezchiel and A.J. Harding, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6a, TBB B10 B1a,
Dabbah P.133), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine and the rare first date for type

£4,000-5,000

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE

WEDNESDAY 11 APRIL 2018

Commencing at 10.00 a.m.

All Sales are subject to the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed at the back of this catalogue.

Please note that bidders who acquire lots on the-saleroom.com will have a fee of 3% on the hammer price added 

to their invoice for using this facility. Spink is pleased to continue to offer our on-line bidding platform 

Spink Live for no charge through www.spink.com.

Estimates

The estimated selling price of each lot is printed below the lot description and does not include the Buyer’s Premium.

Bidders should bear in mind that estimates are prepared well in advance of the sale and are not definitive.

They are subject to revision.
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x2
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 30 September 1929, serial number A 856381, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6b, TBB B10 1b,
Dabbah P.148), fine

£200-300

x3
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 30 September 1929, serial number B 681241, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6b, TBB B10 B1b,
Dabbah P.148), fine

£200-300

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x4
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 30 September 1929, serial number C 891633, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6b, TBB B10 B1b,
Dabbah P.149), fine

£200-300

x5
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 30 September 1929, serial number D 051741, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6b, TBB B10 B1b,
Dabbah P.149), pressed, about fine

£200-300

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x6
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 20 April 1939, serial number D 853456, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6c, TBB B10 B1c,
Dabbah P.161), pressed about fine

£200-300

x7
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 20 April 1939, serial number E 468643, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6c, TBB B10 B1c,
Dabbah P.161), in PCGS holder number 40, extremely fine

£500-700

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x8
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 20 April 1939, serial number F 349467, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6c, TBB B10 B1c,
Dabbah P.161), in PCGS holder number 45, extremely fine

£1,000-1,200

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x9
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 20 April 1939, serial number G 361168, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6c, TBB B10 B1c,
Dabbah P.161), in PCGS holder number 35, very fine

£500-700

x10
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 20 April 1939, serial number H 833211, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6c, TBB B10 B1c,
Dabbah P.161), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine

£600-700

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x11
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 20 April 1939, serial number J 038004, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse purple,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6c, TBB B10 B1b,
Dabbah P.161), original, good fine

£200-300

x12
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 15 August 1945, serial number J 894544, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Ezechiel, Caine, Eastwood and Kershaw, reverse purple, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6d, TBB B10 B1d,
Dabbah P.196), very fine

£800-1,000

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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A K Prefix 500 Mils of 1945

x13
Palestine Currency Board, 500 mils, 15 August 1945, serial number K 014360, purple and pale pink-orange, Rachel’s
Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Ezechiel, Caine, Eastwood and Kershaw, reverse purple, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 6d, TBB B10 B1d,
Dabbah P.196), in PCGS holder number 20, very fine and a very rare prefix. This is the Dabbah plate note. One of only 6
known notes, the lowest serial number of all six and the second best grade.  Ex. Birnbaum collection

£10,000-12,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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A Rare £1 of 1927

x14
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 1 September 1927, serial number A 148227, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Leslie Couper, Sir Percy Ezchiel and A.J. Harding at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7a, TBB B10 B2a,
Dabbah P.134), about very fine

£2,000-2,500

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x15
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number B 226406, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Richard Vernon at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB
B10 B2b, Dabbah P.152), in PCGS holder number 35, very fine

£450-650

x16
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number C 446885, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Leslie Couper, Sir Percy Ezchiel and A.J. Harding at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB B10 B2b,
Dabbah P.152), original very fine

£350-400

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x17
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number D 477389, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB
B10 B2b, Dabbah P.152), pressed fine

£350-450

x18
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number E 715032, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB
B10 B2b, Dabbah P.152), fine

£400-500

x19
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number F 425923, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB
B10 B2b, Dabbah P.153), entirely original, very fine and a nice example

£450-650

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x20
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number G 375814, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB
B10 B2b, Dabbah P.153), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine

£500-600

x21
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial number H 081216, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Vernon at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7b, TBB
B10 B2b, Dabbah P.153), pressed, about very fine

£500-600

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x22
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number H 906624, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.163), in PCGS holder number 45, extremely fine. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£1,000-1,200

x23
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number J 130386, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.163), about very fine

£400-500

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x24
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number K 249954, ‘serif’, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB
B10 B2c, Dabbah P.163), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine

£600-700

x25
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number K 249955, ‘serif’, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB
B10 B2c, Dabbah P.163), fresh and original, good very fine

£600-800

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x26
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number K 953447, ‘sans serif’, green and pale yellow, The Dome on
the Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members
of the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse
green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB
B10 B2c, Dabbah P.163), in PCGS holder number 20, very fine

£450-550

x27
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number L 018676, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.163), original very fine

£600-700

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x28
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number M 688980, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.163), very fine

£700-800

x29
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number N 906044, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.164), very fine

£650-750

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x30
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number P 394260, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.164), graffiti at right, a perfectly presentable very good

£200-300

x31
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number Q 628747, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.164), an original good fine

£250-300

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x32
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number R 345911, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.164), in PCGS holder number 35, very fine

£650-750

x33
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number S 694733, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.164), in PCGS holder number 40, extremely fine

£650-750
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x34
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number T 745482, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.164), pressed, good fine

£400-500

x35
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number U 774255, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.165), in PCGS holder number 40, extremely fine

£700-800

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x36
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number V 140778, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.165), in PCGS holder number 35, very fine

£550-650

x37
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number W 897041, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.165), pressed, fine

£300-400
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An Exceptional £1 of 1939

x38
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number X 044903, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.165), in PCGS holder number 64PPQ, very choice uncirculated

£1,600-1,800

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x39
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number Y 743717, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.165), about very fine

£400-500

A Superb £1 of 1939

x40
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number Z 235981, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the Rock,
Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie at low centre, reverse green,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 7c, TBB B10 B2c,
Dabbah P.165), in PCGS holder number 58, choice about uncirculated

£1,400-1,800
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x41
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 1 January 1944, serial number A/1 981716, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw at low
centre, reverse green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre
(Pick 7d, TBB B10 B2d, Dabbah P.189), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine

£700-900

x42
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 1 January 1944, serial number B/1 124660, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw at low
centre, reverse green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre
(Pick 7d, TBB B10 B2d, Dabbah P.189), in PCGS holder number 45, extremely fine

£1,200-1,400

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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A Rare £1 of 1944

x43
Palestine Currency Board, £1, 1 January 1944, serial number C/1 069288, green and pale yellow, The Dome on the
Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw at low
centre, reverse green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre
(Pick 7d, TBB B10 B2d, Dabbah P.189), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine. One of only 5 known notes, the lowest known
serial number, and the finest known grade

£10,000-12,000

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x44
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 30 September 1929,
red serial number A 707857, red-orange and pale
green, the White tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale
lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three
printed signatures of the Members of the Palestine
Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John
Caulcutt and Roland Venables Vernon, reverse red-
orange, the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David
at centre, value at left and right and low centre (P.8b,
TBB B10 B3b, Dabbah P.154), in PCGS holder
number 20, very fine

£900-1,100

x45
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 30 September 1929,
red serial number B 158363, red-orange and pale
green, the White tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale
lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three
printed signatures of the Members of the Palestine
Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John
Caulcutt and Roland Venables Vernon, reverse red-
orange, the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David
at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick
8b, TBB B10 B3b, Dabbah P.154), graffiti at right,
very good

£1,000-1,200
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x46
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 20 April 1939, red serial number B 232118, ‘serif’, red-orange and pale green, the White
tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members
of the Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse red-orange, 
the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8c, TBB B10 B3c,
Dabbah P.167), fresh and original paper, very fine and a nice example

£800-1,000

x47
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 20 April 1939, red serial number B 514508, ‘sans serif’, red-orange and pale green, the
White tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse red-orange,
the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8c, TBB B10 B3c,
Dabbah P.167), original, very good

£700-900

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x48
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 20 April 1939, red
serial number C 984635, red-orange and pale green,
the White tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac
guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed
signatures of the Members of the Palestine Currency
Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and
Harold Downie, reverse red-orange, the Citadel 
of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at
left and right and low centre (Pick 8c, B10 B3c,
Dabbah P.167), in PCGS holder number 20, very fine

£900-1,100

x49
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 20 April 1939, red serial number D 373865, red-orange and pale green, the White tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse red-orange, the Citadel of
Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8c, B10 B3c, Dabbah P.167), a very
presentable and entirely original fine

£800-1,000
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x50
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 1 January 1944, red serial number D 868182, red-orange and pale green, the White
tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members
of the Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw, reverse
red-orange, the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8d, B10
B3d, Dabbah P.191), about very fine

£1,200-1,400

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x51
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 1 January 1944, red serial number E 012196, red-orange and pale green, the White tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw, reverse red-
orange, the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8d, B10 B3d,
Dabbah P.191), in PCGS holder number 25, very fine

£1,600-1,800
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x52
Palestine, Currency Board, £5, 1 January 1944, red serial number F 131837, red-orange and pale green, the White tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of the
Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw, reverse red-
orange, the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8d, B10 B3d,
Dabbah P.191), in PCGS holder number 20, very fine

£1,100-1,400

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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A Splendid £10 of 1929

x53
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 30 September 1929, red serial number A 099978, blue and pale green, the White Tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Venables Vernon, reverse blue, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9b, TBB B10 B4b,
Dabbah P.155), in PCGS holder number 40, extremely fine

£5,000-7,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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£10 of 1939

x54
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 7 September 1939, red serial number A 447255, ‘serif’, blue and pale green, the White
Tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse blue, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9c, TBB B10 B4c,
Dabbah P.169), in PCGS holder number 25, very fine

£3,000-3,500
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x55
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 7 September 1939, red serial number A 649535, ‘sans serif’, blue and pale green, the
White Tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse blue, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9c, TBB B10 B4c,
Dabbah P.169), an attractive fine

£1,200-1,600

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x56
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 7 September 1939, red serial number A 844935, ‘sans serif’, blue and pale green, the
White Tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse blue, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9c, TBB B10 B4c,
Dabbah P.169), original about very fine

£2,400-2,800
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A Lovely £10 of 1939

x57
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 7 September 1939, red serial number B 273878, blue and pale green, the White Tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Harold Downie, reverse blue, the Citadel of
Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9c, TBB B10 B4c, Dabbah P.169),
in PCGS holder number 45, extremely fine

£6,000-7,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x58
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 1 January 1944, red serial number B 516897, blue and pale green, the White Tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw, reverse
blue, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9d, TBB B10
B4d, Dabbah P.193), in PCGS holder number 15, fine

£1,400-1,800
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A £10 of 1944

x59
Palestine, Currency Board, £10, 1 January 1944, red serial number C 388093, blue and pale green, the White Tower,
Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the Members of
the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond Kershaw, reverse
blue, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 9d, TBB B10
B4d, Dabbah P.193), in PCGS holder number 30, very fine

£3,500-4,500

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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A SUPERB ISSUED £50 OF 1929

x60
Palestine, Currency Board, £50, 30 September 1929, red serial number A 015252, purple and pale green, the White
Tower at Ramleh at left, value at centre in pale brown guilloche, value at each corner, three printed signatures low centre
of Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Venables Vernon, the members of the Palestine Currency Board, reverse
purple and green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick
10b, TBB B10 B5b, Dabbah P.155), pinholes, ink annotation on reverse, in PCGS holder number 35, very fine

£50,000-60,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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SPECIMEN BANKNOTES

A Very Rare £5 of 1929

x61
Palestine, Currency Board, specimen £5, 30 September 1929, red serial number A 000000, red-orange and pale green,
the White Tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of
the Members of the Palestine Currency Board at centre, Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Venables Vernon,
reverse red-orange, the Citadel of Jerusalem with Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 8bs,
B103bs, Dabbah P.219 for similar), archival pencil date ‘1934’ and annotations in top margin, mounting traces, in PCGS
holder 62 new, perforated CANCELLED

£8,000-12,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON



WWW.SPINK.COM

An Exceptional £10 of 1944

x62
Palestine, Currency Board, specimen £10, 1 January 1944, red serial number C 000000, blue and pale green, the White
Tower, Ramleh, at left, value in pale brown guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board low centre, Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond
Kershaw, reverse blue, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre
(Pick 9ds, B104ds, Dabbah P.193 for type), archival annotations and date ‘23.3.48’ in top margin, in PCGS holder 55 choice
about new, mounting traces, perforated CANCELLED

£12,000-16,000
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An Extremely Rare Specimen £50 of 1929

x63
Palestine, Currency Board, specimen £50, 30 September 1929, red serial number A 000000, purple and pale green, the
White Tower at Ramleh at left, value at centre in pale brown guilloche, value at each corner, three printed signatures low
centre of Percy Ezechiel, John Caulcutt and Roland Venables Vernon, the members of the Palestine Currency Board,
reverse purple and green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre
(Pick 10bs, B105bs, Dabbah P.220), ink annotations and date ‘22.10.35’ in top margin, in PCGS holder 55 choice about
new, mounting traces, perforated CANCELLED. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£40,000-50,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE

One of only a handful of known examples of a specimen £100, 1929

x64
Palestine Currency Board, specimen £100, 30 September 1929, red serial number A000000, green, the White Tower at
Ramleh at left, value at centre in pale brown guilloche, value at each corner, three printed signatures low centre of Sir John
Caulcutt, Sir Percy Ezchiel and H.F. Downie, the members of the Palestine Currency Board, reverse purple and green, the
Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low centre (Pick 11bs, B 106bs, Dabbah
P.220 for similar), ink numeral in top margin, in PCGS holder 53 about new, mounting traces, perforated CANCELLED

£50,000-70,000
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DIE PROOFS

500 Mils of 1939

x65
Palestine Currency Board, uniface obverse proof 500 mils, 20 April 1939, blue and white, Rachels Tomb at left, value at
centre and at each corner, signatures of Ezechiel, Caulcutt and Downie (Pick 6c for type, TBB B10 B1c for type, Dabbah
P.333), ink date ‘14/4/39’ in margin, in PCGS holder 63 PPQ, choice new, choice uncirculated. This is the Dabbah plate note

£2,000-3,000

Die Proof £1 of 1929

x66
Palestine Currency Board, proof £1, 30 September 1929, black and white, the Dome of the Rock at left, signatures of
Ezechiel, Caulcutt and Vernon (Pick 7b for type, TBB B10 B2b for type, Dabbah P.150), in PCGS holder 62 new

£2,000-2,500





WWW.SPINK.COM

SPECIMENS OF UNISSUED PREFIXES

An 1945 L Prefix 500 Mils - One of Only Three Known

x67
Palestine Currency Board, specimen 500 mils, 15 August 1945, serial number L 000000, purple and pale pink-orange,
Rachel’s Tomb, Bethlehem at left, value at each corner, value in pale green guilloche at centre, three printed signatures of
the Members of the Palestine Currency Board Percy Ezechiel, Sydney Caine, Christopher Eastwood and Raymond Kershaw
at low centre, reverse purple, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right and low
centre (Pick 6ds, B101ds, Dabbah P.226/227 for similar), in PCGS holder number 50, about uncirculated. One of only 3
known specimens, only 3 pieces of 500 mils prefix L are known to exist today. The first one is dated 1945 and it is part of a
presentation booklet depicted in Dabbah p.226; the second is a printer’s specimen dated 1939 depicted in Dabbah p.227. The
example here is the third known. Like the 1939 specimen, it is a printer’s specimen but dated 1945. Furthermore, it seems certain
that it is the pair of the 1939 example as it marked 60B on the upper right margin while the 1939 note is marked 60C

£10,000-12,000
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A Specimen £1 of 1944, Prefix D/1 - One of Only Three Known

x68
Palestine Currency Board, specimen £1, 1 January 1944, serial number D/1 000000, green and pale yellow, The Dome
on the Rock, Jerusalem at left, value in lilac guilloche at centre, value at each corner, three printed signatures of the
Members of the Palestine Currency Board at low centre, Sir Percy Ezchiel, Sydney Caine, Edmund Boyd and Raymond
Kershaw at low centre, reverse green, the Citadel of Jerusalem with the Tower of David at centre, value at left and right
and low centre (Pick 7ds, B102ds, Dabbah P.226 for similar), in PCGS holder number 60, mounting traces, new, perforated
CANCELLED. One of only 3 known specimens of 1944 £1 prefix D/1 known to exist today. The first one is part of a
presentation booklet depicted in Dabbah p.226; the second is a printer’s specimen previously sold by Spink and marked 61B/1 on
the upper right margin. The example here is the third known and was also sold by Spink.  Also a printer’s specimen, it is marked
61B and it completes the set of the known examples

£10,000-12,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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ESSAYS AND PROOFS FOR UNISSUED DESIGNS

x69
Palestine Currency Board, a hand executed essay for a £50, ND (1926), blue, a view of the Citadel of Jerusalem. value
top left and right and low left (Pick, unrecorded, Banknote Book unrecorded, Dabbah unrecorded), pencil date ‘14 DEC
1926’ in low left margin, in PCGS holder 40 extremely fine. Unique

£4,000-6,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON



WWW.SPINK.COM

Absalom’s Tomb, 500 Mils, 1933

x70
Palestine Currency Board, proof uniface 500 mils, ND (20 September 1933), serial number B 000000, purple, green and
pale orange-pink, Absalom’s Tomb at left, value at centre in green guilloche, value at each corner (Pick unrecorded,
Banknote Book unrecorded, Dabbah P.281), in PCGS holder number 64 very choice new, manuscript date 20.9.33 in top
margin. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£6,000-8,000
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A Unique Complete Set of 1934 Essays

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre Essay £5 of 1934

x71
Palestine Currency Board, essay/proof £5, 29 June 1934, red and pale green, mauve guilloche at centre, the front of the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre at left, value at centre and at each corner (Pick unrecorded, Banknote Book unrecorded,
Dabbah P.286), in PCGS holder 58 choice about new. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£5,000-7,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON



WWW.SPINK.COM

An Essay £10 of 1934

x72
Palestine Currency Board, proof uniface obverse £10, 29 June 1934, blue and pale green, brown central guilloche, the
front of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at left (Pick unrecorded, Banknote Book unrecorded, Dabbah P.286), ink date
‘29.6.34’ in low right margin, in PCGS holder 63 choice new. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£6,000-8,000
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An Exceptional Essay £50 of 1934

x73
Palestine Currency Board, proof £50 on large format paper, 29 June 1934, purple and pale green, orange-brown central
guilloche, the Al-Jazzar Mosque at left (The White Mosque), built by Ahmad Pasha, value at centre and at each corner
(Pick unrecorded, Banknote Book unrecorded, Dabbah P.287), in PCGS holder 55 choice about new. This is the Dabbah plate
note.

£20,000-25,000

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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A Beautiful Proof £100 of 1938

x74
Palestine Currency Board, proof £100, 18 March 1938, green and pale blue, pink central guilloche, the Al-Jazzar Mosque
at left (The White Mosque), built by Ahmad Pasha, value at centre and at each corner (Dabbah P.319), ink date ‘18.3.38’
in low right margin, in PCGS holder 63 choice new. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£35,000-55,000

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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A Die Proof £1 of 1940

x75
Palestine Currency Board, proof £1, 15 July 1940, black and white, the Dome of the Rock at left, signatures of Caulcutt,
Ezechiel and Downie (Pick 7 for type, TBB B10 B2c for similar, Dabbah P.321), ink annotations and date ‘15/7/40’ in
margins also annotated on reverse and dated ‘24/6.47’, in PCGS holder 50 about new, very slight rust spots. Printed annotation
‘Approved on behalf of the Palestine Currency Board’ and signed by the secretary. This date not listed in The Banknote Book or
Pick. This is the Dabbah plate note.

£2,500-3,500

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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WWII EMERGENCY ISSUE

100 Mils of 1943

x76
Palestine Currency Board, proof 100 mils, 26 March 1943 violet and pale green on large format paper, ornate border
around a partial proof 100 mils, ND (ca 1943), pale green guilloche at centre on large format paper ink annotation below,
(Dabbah P.378/380 for similar), both perforated and with ink annotations, first in PCGS holder 62 uncirculated, second
extremely fine, very rare. This is the Dabbah plate note. (2)

£2,000-3,000

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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ANGLO-PALESTINE WORLD WAR I EMERGENCY CHEQUES

x77
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 5 francs, ND (1914-1915), first series, serial number 58228, black and white with pale
green underprint, stamp top left and PAID handstamps, manuscript signature low right (Pick not listed), very fine

£200-250

x78
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 10 francs, ND (1914-1915), first series, serial number 223473, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID handstamps, value in red, manuscript signature low right (Pick not listed),
very fine

£200-250

x79
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 10 francs, ND (1914-1915), first series, serial number 261799, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID Jaffa handstamps, value in red, manuscript signature low right (Pick not
listed), about very fine

£200-250

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x80
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 20 francs, ND (1914-1915), first series, serial number 30090, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID Jaffa handstamps, value in green, manuscript signature low right (Pick not
listed), very fine

£200-250

x81
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 20 francs, ND (1914-1915), first series, serial number 30195, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID Jaffa, handstamps, value in green, manuscript signature low right (Pick not
listed), very fine

£200-250

x82
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 10 francs, ND (1914-1915), second series, serial number 06525, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID Jaffa handstamps, value in red, manuscript signature low right (Pick not
listed), very fine

£200-250

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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x83
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 20 francs, ND (1914-1915), second series, serial number 07474, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID handstamps, value in green, manuscript signature low right (Pick not
listed), very fine

£200-250

x84
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 20 francs, ND (1914-1915), second series, serial number 20219, black and white with
pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID handstamps, value in green, manuscript signature low right (Pick not
listed), original good fine

£200-250

x85
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 100 francs, ND (1914-1915), second series, serial number 19769, black and white
with pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID Jaffa handstamps, value in black, manuscript signature low right (Pick
not listed), very fine

£200-250

April 11, 2018 - LONDON
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x86
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 100 francs, ND (1914-1915), second series, serial number 19824, black and white
with pale green underprint, stamp top left and PAID Jaffa handstamps, value in black, manuscript signature low right (Pick
not listed), good very fine to almost extremely fine

£200-250

x87
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 10 francs, ND (1914-1915), third series, Safed branch with Hebrew inscriptions, serial
number 136701, black and white, PAID handstamp, value in red, manuscript signature low right (Pick not listed), rusty
paperclip mark, but otherwise good very fine to about extremely fine

£400-500

x88
Anglo-Palestine cheque currency, 50 francs, ND (1914-1915), third series, Safed branch with Hebrew inscriptions, serial
number 61598, black and white with pale green underprint, PAID handstamp, value in red, manuscript signature low right
(Pick not listed), good extremely fine

£500-600

THE END OF THE SALE

THE SHLOMO TEPPER COLLECTION OF PALESTINE
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SALE TITLE DATE CODE NAME SALE NO.

The Shlomo Tepper Collection of Palestine Wednesday 11 April 2018 RAMLEH 18018
at 10.00 a.m.

I request Spink, without legal obligations of any kind on its part, to bid on the following Lots up to the price given below. I understand that if my bid is successful the 

Purchase Price will be the sum of the final bid and Buyer’s premium as a percentage of the final bid, any VAT chargeable, also a fee for bidding on the-saleroom.com only

and fee for paying by card. The Rate of Premium is 20% of the final hammer price of each lot. I understand Spink will pursue me for payment for any successful bid. 

In addition, I understand and consent that Spink may share my personal details relating to the default with other auction houses and live bidding platforms to protect

themselves from such defaults.

All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed in the catalogue. I also understand that Spink provides the service of executing

bids on behalf of clients for the convenience of clients and that Spink will not be held responsible for failing to execute bids. If identical commission bids are received for

the same Lot, the commission bid received first by Spink will take precedence. Please note that you will not be notified if there are higher written bids received.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN STERLING

Lot Number

(in numerical order)

Price Bid £

(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number

(in numerical order)

Price Bid £

(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number

(in numerical order)

Price Bid £

(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

THE SHLOMO TEPPER 
COLLECTION OF PALESTINE

11 APRIL 2018

LONDON

69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET
tel: +44 (0)20 7563 4005
fax: +44 (0)20 7563 4037
email: auctionteam@spink.com

YOU CAN ALSO BID IN REAL TIME ON SPINK LIVE. 
JUST VISIT WWW.SPINK.COM, REGISTER AND LOG

INTO THE SALE.

WRITTEN BIDS FORM

This form should be sent or faxed to the

Spink auction office in advance of the sale.

References for new clients should be

supplied in good time to be taken up

before the sale. Bids received later than

one hour before the start of the sale may

not be processed.

NAME ______________________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

POSTCODE ___________________________________________________

TEL. HOME ______________________________________________ TEL. OFFICE ____________________________________________

FAX ____________________________________________________ E-MAIL ________________________________________________

SIGNATURE _______________________________________________ VAT NUMBER ___________________________________________

TYPE OF CARD: CONSUMER DEBIT CONSUMER DEBIT CONSUMER CREDIT CONSUMER CREDIT ALL CORPORATE

(UK OR EU) (NON EU) (UK OR EU) (NON EU)

All Corporate cards regardless of origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued outside the EU are subject to a fee of 2%

CARD NO: START DATE: ISSUE NO: SECURITY CODE:

SIGNATURE EXPIRY DATE NAME (ON CREDIT CARD)

Please charge all purchases to my card

Do not charge my card. I will arrange to send payment. (Spink will only charge your card should you default on the payment terms agreed)

Please hold my purchased lots for collection
Continued ...



PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN STERLING

REFERENCES REQUIRED FOR CLIENTS NOT YET KNOWN TO SPINK

TRADE REFERENCES ________________________________________________________________________________________

BANK REFERENCES _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lot Number

(in numerical order)

Price Bid £

(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number

(in numerical order)

Price Bid £

(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number

(in numerical order)

Price Bid £

(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

DATE SALE NO.

Wednesday 11 April 2018 18018
at 10.00 a.m.

VAT is chargeable on the Hammer price and

the Buyer’s premium of daggered (†) and (Ω)

lots at the standard rate (currently 20%), and

on lots marked (x) at the reduced rate

(currently 5% on the Hammer price and 20%

on the Buyer’s premium). VAT on Margin

Scheme lots (identified by the absence of any

VAT symbol next to the lot number) is

payable at 20% on the Buyer’s premium only.

BIDDING INCREMENTS
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the following order

although the auctioneer may vary the bidding increments during the course of the

auction. The normal bidding increments are:

Up to £100 by £5

£100 to £300 by £10

£300 to £600 £320-£350-£380-£400 etc.

£600 to £1,000 by £50

£1,000 to £3,000 by £100

£3,000 to £6,000 £3,200-£3,500-£3,800-£4,000 etc.

£6,000 to £20,000 by £500

£20,000 and up Auctioneer’s discretion
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Certification Services. Guaranteed.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR BUYERS
These conditions set out the terms on which we (Spink and Son Limited of 69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury London WC1B 4ET (company no. 04369748)) contract with you (Buyer) either as agent 

on behalf of the Seller or as principal if we are the Seller. You should read these conditions carefully.

1 DEFINITIONS

Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme 
Buyer’s Premium 

Expert Committee 
Forgery 

Hammer Price 
Lot 
Reserve 
Seller 
Spink Group Spink and Son Limited, our subsidiaries and associated companies.

VAT 
VAT Symbols means the symbols detailing the VAT status of the Lot details of which are set out at the back of the catalogue.

2 SPINK’S ROLE AS AGENT

interest in the Lot.

2.2 The contract for the sale of the Lot will be between you and the Seller.

3 BEFORE THE SALE
3.1 

3.2 Catalogue descriptions
3.2.1 Statements by us in the catalogue or condition report, or made orally or in writing elsewhere, 

condition or estimated selling price of any Lot are merely statements of opinion, and are not to be 

should not be relied on either to determine the tone or colour of any item. No lot shall be rejected on 

the grounds of inaccurate reproduction. No lot illustrated in the catalogue and online shall be reject-

ed on the grounds of cancellation, centring, margins, perforation or other characteristics apparent 

from the illustration. Estimates of the selling price should not be relied on as a statement that this 

not imply that an item is free from defects or restoration nor does a reference to particular defects 

imply the absence of any others. 

nor any of our employees or agents, are responsible for the correctness of any statement as to the 

errors of description or for

3.3 Your Responsibility
You are responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of the goods and the matters referred 

to in the catalogue description.

3.4 Extensions – Stamps only

(Refund in the case of

Forgery) shall apply accordingly.

-

yond our control.

of Authenticity cites other faults or defects not included in the catalogue description, other than in 

the case of a Forgery.

-

graph, the fact may be stated by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to the sale of the Lot.

stamp will not be accepted.

-

4 AT THE SALE
4.1 

premises or attendance at an auction.

4.2 

unsuccessful at auction, your deposit will be returned by the same

4.3 Bidding as Principal
When making a bid -
ated by Spink, commission or online or email bids), you will be deemed to be acting as principal 

and will be accepting personal liability, unless it has been agreed in writing, at the time of registra-

tion, that you are acting as agent on behalf of a third party buyer acceptable to us.

4.4 Commission Bids

-

-

sion bids on a particular Lot for identical amounts, and at auction these bids are the highest bids for 

subject to other commitments at the time of the sale, and the conduct of the auction may be such that 

on the terms stated, we cannot accept liability for failure to make a commission bid. You should 

therefore always attend personally if you wish to be certain of bidding.

On-line Bidding

problems with the online bidding software and/or (iii) a breakdown or problems with your internet 

-
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4.6 Telephone Bids
If you make arrangements with us not less than 24 hours before the sale, we shall use reasonable 

-

stances will we be liable to either the Seller or you as a result of failure to do so.

4.7 Currency Converter

opening on the date of the auction. Bidding will take place in a currency determined by us, which 

errors may occur beyond our control either in the accuracy of the Lot number displayed on the 

4.8 Video images

be liable to you regarding either the

of the original.

4.9 Bidding Increments

£100 to £300  by £10

£300 to £600

£600 to £1,000 

£1,000 to £3,000 by £100

£6,000 to £

£20,000 and up Auctioneer’s discretion

4.10 Bidding by Spink

Lots as principal.

4.11 The Auctioneer’s Discretion

in the case of error or dispute, to put an item up for bidding again.

4.12 

Subject to the auctioneer’s discretion, the striking of his hammer marks the acceptance of the high-

-

clusion of a contract for sale between you and the Seller.

4.13 

-

dance with the terms of the Seller’s agreement.

4.14 

4.14.1 Once your bid has been accepted for a Lot then you are liable to pay for that Lot in accor-

dance with these Terms and Conditions. If there are any problems with a Lot then you must notify 

sale of any Lot and the refund of the corresponding purchase price is entirely at our sole discretion. 

that it was in at the auction date.

4.14.2 No lot may be returned on account of condition if the condition was stated by a third party 

AFTER THE AUCTION
Buyer’s Premium and other charges

a fee for paying by card.

Value Added Tax

General

EU within 3 months of the date of sale, you will generally be asked to deposit all amounts of VAT 

the Lot yourself you must obtain shipping documents from the Shipping Department for which a 

-

liable to us for the full amount of the VAT due on such Lot and we

Shipping Department clearly marked

‘VAT Refund’ within 3 months of the date of sale. No payment will be made where the total amount 

the United Kingdom within 3 months of the date of sale.

-

payment Section, Londonderry.

be refunded.

as a collectibles dealer.

Payment

of the bank from which any payments to us will be made. You must pay the full amount due 

instances where special arrangements were made for release of Lot prior to full settlement.

-

amounts we will accept depending on the type of card being used and whether or not the cardholder 

is present.

agreed at the time of registration that you are acting as an agent on behalf of a third party.

Invoices

VAT registered buyers.

when they wish to take possession of the same, which must be within 7 days of the date of the sale, 

made with Spink. Without prior agreement, lots will not be released



-

woodworm, changes in atmospheric conditions or acts of terrorism.

mail after the auction we do not accept responsibility for notifying you of the result of your bid. You 

Packing and handling

Lot is entirely at your risk. Our postage charges are set out at the

back of the catalogue.

of any package in order to

that prohibit the importation of certain collectibles. Spink will not accept return of the Lot(s) under

these circumstances. Spink will not accept responsibility for Lot(s)

seized or destroyed by Customs.

be carried out at the discretion of

Spink.

Recommended packers and shippers

-

amounts do not relate to those Lots or other property. Following fourteen days’ notice to you of the 

of such Lots or other property. We shall apply the proceeds in discharge of the amount outstanding 

-

actions, to apply any amount paid to discharge any amount owed in respect of any particular trans-

your behalf or obtain a deposit from you before accepting any bids.

this results in a lower price being obtained, claim the balance from you together with all reasonable 

-

-

-

tional handling cost that may apply. You will not be entitled to collect the Lot until all outstanding 

charges are met, together with payment of all other amounts due to us.

If you fail to make payment for a Lot in accordance with these Terms and Conditions 

platforms, which will include your name, address, nature of the default and the date of the default.

-

tion when deciding whether to enter into a transaction with you in the future.

Export Licence

failure to apply for any necessary licences.

licences are usually obtained within two or three weeks but delays can occur.

on late payment.

by you where payment is made

-

for use until after publication of the catalogue or a process which at

-

age to the Lot. Furthermore, you should note that this refund can be obtained only if the following 

to us that the Lot is a Forgery and that you are able to transfer good title to us, free from any third 

party claims.

of the person to whom the

and who, since the sale, has remained the owner of the Lot without

disposing of any interest in it to any third party.

Forgery, whether or not such process was used or in use at the date of the auction.

6 LIABILITY

6.2 any damage or liability incurred by you as a result of our fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

7 USE OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION

7.1.1 process the bids you make on Lots (whether successful or otherwise) and other auction related 

7.2 In accordance with clause 4.2, you agree that we may pass your information to credit reference 

agencies and that they may keep a record of any search that they do.

Lot in accordance with these terms and conditions we may disclose details of such default to other 

December/17
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8 COPYRIGHT

8.2 The copyright in all images, illustrations and written material relating to a Lot is and shall 

You shall not use or allow anyone else to use such images, illustrations or written material without 

our prior written consent.

9 VAT

that the correct information is printed in the catalogues. Once printed, the information cannot be 

you will reimburse to us on demand the full amount incurred.

10 NOTICES

11 ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

your business.

11.1 

Subject to clause 6, we shall not be liable, whether in tort (including for negligence) or breach of 

-

11.2 Severability
-

11.3 Force majeure

accidents beyond our reasonable control, including (without limitation) strikes, lock-outs or other 

11.4 Waiver

any other) right or remedy.

Law and Jurisdiction

England and Wales.

-

tion with, Terms and Conditions or their subject matter.

Postal Charges

UK EU Rest of the World

£12 £18 £2

Up to £10,000 £20 £40 £

£30 £60 £

-

ance policy. For lots sent by courier please contact Auctionteam@spink.com for calculation of any 

Value Added Tax (VAT)

The information shown on this page sets out the way in which Spink intends to account for VAT.

i. Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme

ii. Zero-Rated Lots
Limited Categories of goods, such as books, are Zero-rated (o) for VAT in the United Kingdom. 

be added to the Buyer’s premium.

iii. Daggered Lots

iv. Imported and Omega Lots

sold. At this point the Buyer is treated as the importer and is liable to pay the import VAT due. We 

v. Investment Gold Lots

made on receipt of proof of business as a collectibles dealer outside of the EU.



The above sale dates are subject to change

Spink offers the following services:
– VALUATIONS FOR INSURANCE AND PROBATE FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OR WHOLE COLLECTIONS –

– SALES ON A COMMISSION BASIS EITHER OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES OR WHOLE COLLECTIONS –

SALE CALENDAR 2018

BANKNOTES

27 March-10 April World Banknotes Online Auction London 18014
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 340
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS32
11 April Shlomo Tepper Collection of Palestine London 18018
11/12 April World Banknotes London 18015
27/28 June The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 341
27 June-11 July World Banknotes Timed Auction London 18020
8/9 August The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS34

STAMPS

18 April The Philatelic Collectors’ Series Sale London 18029
19 April Brunei, The Collection Formed by Bill Toye London 18030
23/24 April The Philatelic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 166
9 May The Dr. Paul Ramsay Collection of Hand Painted Envelopes, to be sold

for the benefit of The Royal Philatelic Society London London 18034
12 May The Philatelic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS33
23 May The Chartwell Collection of Australian States and Commonwealth, to be sold in

an unreserved auction for the benefit of the Chartwell Philanthropic
Educational Programme London 18047

10-11 July The Philatelic Collectors’ Series Sale London 18037
12 July British North America, The David Pitts Collection London 18010

COINS

27 March The Williams Collection of Anglo-Saxon, Viking and Norman Coins - Part I London 18011
27/28 March Ancient, British and Foreign Coins and Commemorative Medals  London 18004
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 340
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS32
29 April Taisei x Spink - Tokyo International Numismatic Auction Tokyo TAISEI2
27/28 June The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 341
3 July The Williams Collection of Anglo-Saxon, Viking and Norman Coins - Part II London 18012
4/5 July Ancient, British and Foreign Coins and Commemorative Medals London 18005
8/9 August The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS34

MEDALS

4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 340
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS32
25/26 April Orders, Decorations and Medals London 18001
27/28 June The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 341
18/19 July Orders, Decorations and Medals London 18002
8/9 August The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS34

BONDS & SHARES

2-21 March Bonds and Share Certificates of the World - Timed Auction London 18016
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 340
4/5 April The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale Hong Kong CSS32
31 May-21 June Bonds and Share Certificates of the World - Timed Auction London 18019
27/28 June The Numismatic Collectors’ Series Sale New York 341

AUTOGRAPHS

12 July Autographs, Historical Documents, Ephemera and Postal History London 18038

WINES

19 April An Evening of Great Whiskies, Cognacs and Rums Hong Kong SFW27
12 July An Evening of Great Whiskies, Cognacs and Rums Hong Kong SFW28

HANDBAGS

18 April Handbags and Accessories Sale Hong Kong SHA01
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